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Yesterday I wrote: “To be technical safe and sound, price needs to drop below SPX2406 to confirm major-3, but now 

a drop below SPX2459 is a first serious warning followed by SPX2450 as at that stage the market is making lower 

lows and highs.” Although the S&P500 suffered the largest pullback since the SPX2405 low (29p vs 31p), 2459 has 

not been broken and some of you asked me, as well as from other sources of information I gather, if an irregular-

failed minute-iv at SPX2462 would fit the bill and price is thus now in minute-v? Yes, that is still possible; and it would 

fit under the 2nd option I presented yesterday; but simple in a different form, as price dropped too low this morning 

for an ongoing ending-diagonal-triangle minute-v wave. But, it’s an alternate. Thus, the two options from yesterday 

remain on the table, with a few tweaks and some additional targets/information. For now I see no other options: 

1) All of major-3 topped at SPX2490 in an unorthodox (likely diagonal) 5th wave. Remember all 5th waves are 

required to do is make a new high. One can make the case for an expanding ending diagonal as shown in 

Frost & Prechter (Fig 1-19, p39). Mission accomplished. Price is now in minute-b of minor-a targeting 

SPX2477-2484 (50-76.4% retrace of minute-a) 

2) Minute-iv finished at SPX2462 as an irregular-failed-flat (very rare), and price is now in minute-v with a final 

target of ~SPX2500.  

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart. A) Minute-b of minor-a underway. B) one more wave up: minute-v? 
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If we zoom in on the 1minute chart of today, we can see 3 waves up, with the first not impulsive looking as it overlaps 

a lot. It can therefore be a leading diagonal first wave, but also an a-wave. Then wave-b or 2 at the SPX2465 low, and 

wave-3/c underway. In the c-wave case we can see that the typical c-wave extensions (c=a to c=1.618x a) target the 

same region as the minute-b wave zone (SPX2476-2483 vs SPX2477-2484). This argues in favor of an ongoing b-

wave. Reason is also because the daily charts and market breadth, etc remain on a sell; and the Russell2000 is now 

in a confirmed downtrend. 

Figure 2: Detailed view of today’s S&P500 price action. 
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Today the S&P500 tested the dotted orange long term trendline, which held. That’s’s good, but yesterday’s initial 

A.I. sell signal got confirmed today; and the MACD remains on a sell as well, with an increasing histogram: downside 

momentum is increasing. The RSI5 and MFI14 continue to point down: price is loosing upside momentum and money 

continues to flow out of the market. Price managed to close back above the 20d SMA, but is now also below the 15d 

SMA, albeit still in the green uptrend channel. Those, although technically still in an uptrend, the TIs want to see 

lower prices. The Bollinger Bands are very tight: a large move is coming soon. 

Figure 3. SPX daily chart: TIs pointing down, A.I. sell signal confirmed, but price still in an uptrend. 
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So far the DOW JONES is on track to complete the count I’ve shown over the past few days, so let’s focus on the 

RUSSELL2000: the weakest index of them all. Small caps are not leading: risk-off! Price is below the 20d and 50d SMA 

but found support at the 100d SMA today. All TIs are pointing down, wanting to see lower prices. Price confirmed a 

downtrend today and is now in major-4. I expect wave-a (degree yet unknown) to target the 200d SMA (blue arrow) 

for a c=a relationship. 

Figure 4 RUSSEL200 daily TI chart: Major-3 confirmed, major-4 underway. First likely target 200d SMA. 
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Despite the flat close today, breath deterioated further, as the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 end at -34, and 

thus the SPX-SI (summation index of the MO) sell signal remains in full effect. The SPX-MO did close just slightly 

outside it’s lower bollinger band and this often does coincide with a bounce back inside: this would fit with the 

expected and preferred view of a b-wave bounce to SPX2476-2484. Today I also wanted to show the NYAD 

(advancing/declining issues on the NYSE), which is close to signalling a larger correction if it drops below its 21d EMA 

as the last two times it did that was during (balck) major-2 and (red) intermediate-iv (See figure 5B) 

Figure 5 A) SPX-SI remains on a sell. B) NYAD close to entering corrective mode as it aims for the 21d EMA. 
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In conclusion: The preferred count has the S&P500 now in minute-b of minor-a targeting SPX2476-2484 before 

minute-c of minor-a moves down to a lower price low.  

However, yesterday I concluded that one more wave up (micro-e of minute-v) could not be excluded and this is 

still the case, albeit using a modified count because the diagonal triangle was violated with today’s SPX2462 low. 

In this case, minute-iv could have formed a rare failed irregular flat: 2459-2490-2462. Therefore, just like yesterday 

“A break above SPX2490 signals SPX2500 is underway” because “although technically price needs to break below 

SPX2406 to fully confirm major-3 (this nullifies SPX2408-2490 of being a 1st wave), a break below SPX2459 is a first 

serious warning.” Well, we haven’t had that break below yet.  

But, market breadth is negative and on sell, the TIs on the daily charts are on sell and pointing down, and the 

indices are all in different EW counts. All suggest a topping pattern. 

Regardless, I expect short term upside, while intermediate term down side. Again, a break above SPX2490 is 

needed to suggest the alternate count as for now I am looking for SPX2476-2484. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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